Production Is Evolving…
Do You Have the Insights to Keep Up?

Data Drives Today’s Operations

of companies rank data analytics as one
of their top-three priorities.1
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of enterprises believe data analytics
have the power to shift their industry’s
competitive landscape within the next year.2
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fear of companies that can’t implement a
data analytics strategy is that competitors
will gain market share at their expense.3

The Production World Is Changing...…
You’re tasked with meeting production targets while
keeping costs and risk under control. At the same time,
fickle customers put you under pressure to quickly change
lines, shift resources to new products, and find the capacity
to produce what the market wants, when it wants it—all
without compromising quality.

Meanwhile, you’re up against a widening talent gap, which
forces you to replace experienced professionals with a
younger, more tech-savvy—but less seasoned—workforce.
And the possibility of unexpected downtime—not to mention
rapidly fluctuating commodity prices—constantly looms over
you, threatening to throw your plans into disarray.
But the real, major shift you’re contending with is the rapidly
contracting window between market demand and completed
production.

In the past, you had the luxury of months or years to line
up your facilities. But it’s no longer a make-to-stock world.
Now, organizations like yours are competing based on their
ability to manufacture to order: once a new request comes in,
you’re expected to change your processes and deliver on this
demand immediately.

Data Is Scattered Across
Your Organization,
Making it Difficult to
Share and Use
Critical information on equipment, facilities, and processes
isn't readily available, and those with the most knowledge
are retiring installed point products are not integrated.
You're relying on a set of key individuals to keep your dayto-day operations up and running. As these indviduals reach
retirement age—and qualified replacements remain in short
supply—there’s a serious risk that this knowledge walks out
the door with them.
Although you’ve purchased point products to automate
certain tasks, these systems are not connected, so it’s difficult
to share information or view a feedback loop. This leaves you
reacting to emergency situations after the fact, instead of
proactively avoiding them through predictive diagnosis and
preventative maintenance.
And in an environment where growth is stagnant and new
revenue can only come from seizing market share from
competitors, these issues give your more nimble rivals a chance
to step in and steal customers right out from under you.

It’s Time for a
New Approach
Relying on process and equipment expertise
that resides solely in a few key individuals’
heads doesn’t allow you to act with the speed
required in today’s world.

Instead, you need to turn this
human-based knowledge into
a digital asset.
That means tracking the flow of data, rather
than goods and materials, with consistent
metrics that span all your facilities. And, you
need to share what you learn at one plant
with all of your facilities, so you can make sure
an insight uncovered at one location benefits
the entire enterprise.

In short, you need to become
a digital industrial company.

What if you could…
Run adaptable facilities that
use information to adjust your
materials, equipment, people,
and processes as necessary

Start a new initiative with the
foundation already completed

Deliver insights to the right people
at the right time

If you could, you’d be well positioned to help executives view
data across multiple facilities, so they can identify and resolve
inefficiencies and locate available capacity.
•

You’d help plant managers monitor their lines from a single
screen, enabling them to spot trouble before it happens.

•

And, you’d give your operators the information they need
to run their equipment at maximum efficiency and perform
proactive repairs before a failure shuts down a line.

With GE Digital, you can.

The Challenge:
Starting—and Staying—Ahead

The GE Digital Solution:
Work from a Complete Foundation

You have several facilities, all with different types of equipment, including various
sizes and ages.

Your strong suit is making products, not writing applications and managing
data. When you work with GE Digital, you can stay focused
on your core competencies while we handle the data
integration and management.

There's no common process for gathering and analyzing information, and no
internal expertise to integrating systems.
IT can't help, as they typically don't focus on production systems. And you can't
run the risk of having output interrupted by inexperienced teams.
Meanwhile, your competitors are passing you by.

You can use our unique plug-in appliance to track data from
across your plants, equipment, materials, and people. This way,
you’ll be able to immediately measure and compare equipment
metrics and operator practices to expose the reasons for production
losses—without making internal IT investments or adding high-priced
professionals to your permanent staff.
And when you tap into the knowledge of a global industrial organization—which
extends from coordinating multiple plants to ensuring the health of individual
equipment—you’ll have the support you need to manage your data from the
equipment to the cloud and everywhere in between. Additionally, you’ll have a pipeline
into the best practices used at GE’s own plants, giving you even more opportunities to
reduce production losses and increase operational efficiency.

of companies surveyed believe
they lack the talent required
to effectively gather and
consolidate disparate data.4
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The Challenge:
Limited Visibility
Hinders Action

The GE Digital Solution:
Make Information an
Enterprise-Wide Asset

A collection of disparate systems spanning inventory, production, and quality
assurance vary from plant to plant. As a result, data is relayed manually, creating
delays and errors. Some data isn't captured at all.

When core operational knowledge is isolated in the minds of a few key people, a vital resource
is lost. With GE Digital, you’ll be able to use best practices to extract the right equipment and
quality data from your operations and share this information broadly across your organization.

It's nearly impossible to get a single, up-to-date view of the production process,
end-to-end. Without historical context, it's difficult to identify the cause. This
leads to escalating downtime and scrap produced at your busiest plants, while
excess capacity sits idle elsewhere.

Our proven, standardized data templates specify which metrics to track across all of your
equipment—and help you make sure the data you gather remains consistent, so you can easily
roll up production results across all lines and plants. Pair this information with our role-specific
dashboards and you can create views customized to the individual needs of operators, plant
managers, or executives across the organization.

of executives view the cost
of collecting machine data,
as well as the quality of that
data, as a top-three barrier to
implementing a data analytics
initiative.5
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And because no individual, piece of equipment, or bit of data lives
in isolation, we can help you define the
relationships between each element of your
production process, essentially creating a
digital representation of your plants. So the
next time a machine goes down,
you’ll be ready to quickly spot
the equipment, operators, and
processes that will be impacted.

The Challenge:
Rapidly Shifting Customer
Demands
It’s one thing to change the color of an item in an online catalog. It’s quite another
to switch your production line. These changes take weeks or months to complete
and require a huge capital investment. But there’s immense risk involved: all too
often, before you finish switching over to a new product, market demands shift
yet again. And if you can’t match these cycle times, your customers won’t hesitate
to take their business elsewhere.
Meanwhile, your competitors are using sophisticated analytics to develop
finely-tuned market sensing capabilities to help them stay on top of fast-changing
purchasing patterns. To create differentiation, your company is introducing new
products more rapidly than ever. However, this shift has virtually upended your
daily production schedule.

of companies surveyed
can make accurate predictions using
existing data and just
can use it to optimize
operations.6
Only
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The GE Digital Solution:
Adapt Your Facilities on the Fly
Differentiation now depends on reading signals from the market and synchronizing your output
accordingly. When you work with GE Digital, you can use information, not brute force, to adjust
your production as new demands dictate.
With GE Digital’s Line/Plant Analytics software, you’ll get the visibility you need to quickly
generate a new bill of materials, reroute components, change equipment schedules, and re-assign
employees. You can also closely monitor the production process to catch deviations and adjust
your equipment before you create the product, helping you avoid wasted materials.
And because our software supports traceability across the full scope of the production process,
you can build a more complete understanding of the nuances of your operations. This way, you can
visualize how a change at the master level will impact specific lines and finished goods, or quickly
backtrack to identify and isolate the root cause of a component or material issue.

Why GE Digital?
When you partner with GE Digital, you’ll become a data-driven organization—
one that’s able to:
•

Start a new initiative with the foundation already completed: By working
with GE Digital, you’ll have access to advanced skills and be able to utilize the
same tools and techniques GE uses to solve its own production challenges.
This way, you’ll have continuous exposure to the most innovative concepts
and practices available today.

•

Deliver insights to the right people at the right time: Our unique software
and proven best practices give you the flexibility to provide your team with
relevant information in an easy-to-consume format. As a result, you can turn
scattered pockets of inconsistent data into the actionable insights you need
to consistently improve your operations.

•

Run adaptable facilities: By tracking each component as it moves through
the production process—regardless of how many mid-stream changes
you make—you’ll be better equipped to quickly and efficiently respond to
changing demands as they arise. This way, you can capitalize on new market
models, even as your run sizes diminish.

And once you achieve these three objectives, you’ll be well
on your way to becoming a digital industrial company.

Ready to get started?
Call 1-855-YOUR1GE (968-7143)
ge.com/digital/brilliant-manufacturing

About GE
GE (NYSE: GE) is the world’s Digital Industrial Company, transforming industry with software-defined machines
and solutions that are connected, responsive and predictive. GE is organized around a global exchange of
knowledge, the “GE Store,” through which each business shares and accesses the same technology, markets,
structure and intellect. Each invention further fuels innovation and application across our industrial sectors.
With people, services, technology and scale, GE delivers better outcomes for customers by speaking the
language of industry.

Contact Information
Americas: 1-800-322-3616 or 1-434-978-5100
Global regional phone numbers are available on our web site.
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